**Bookmaking Supplies you can bring:**

I will have most of the things you will need for making your book but you should bring your ideas and any visual material you may be interested in using. For example: if you want to make a book that might have a bird theme you will need to bring printout of images of birds, nests, eggs, different views, diagrams and such to help you. If you might make a book that is based on a poem, you should bring the poem and some visuals associated with the poem. I will work one-on-one with you to develop these and there will be a computer and copier available to continue your research during the week. If you’re not sure what you want to do, that’s okay... the idea will develop.

If you want a certain type of fabric on the covers of your book bring about ¼ of a yard of it. I will have fabrics and book cloth for you to use for this or you could make your own using the monotype process on paper that I have.

Also, if you have other ‘stuff’ that might be integrated into your book or cover – bring it. This may include: buttons, monopoly or game parts, photographs, hinges, color embroidery thread...